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What are you going to
change in 2016?
By Lorraine McReight

It’s February; you have clients who have failed in their resolutions, seeking
your help. Others you may have been seeing since before Christmas are
working with you to effect change this year. Maybe they want to lose weight,
get fit or stop procrastinating. Many clients I see tell me that they self-sabotage
or start the New Year with good intentions but rapidly lose the motivation to
see their new plans or project through. But is it only our clients who behave
like this?

Apart from appreciating a full diary, does seeing tons of clients who want to
tweak or shake up their lives affect or inspire you? Assuming that you have
addressed your personal history or emotional baggage, is there anything in
your practice that you want to change?

Perhaps you’d like to add a new skill to the therapies that you offer or to
complete an online course that has been lingering in your inbox. Distance
learning can be very appealing and good value, but such courses require
discipline. I for one have had an online nutritionist diploma course waiting for
my attention for at least two years.

A new venue to practise from might be your dream for the New Year? Deciding
to relocate can be a tricky decision and one I wrestled with from time over the
15 years I rented rooms from other establishments. Unless a new venue is
near to your current one, moving your practice may mean that you will lose
your clients, but if that venue is in a poor location or the reception staff regularly
mess up your bookings, it might be as well to move sooner, rather than later.

 Earning more per hour, or working shorter hours is appealing to most of us,
but are you brave enough to raise your fees or to be the most expensive
therapist in your patch? This can be a great opportunity to distinguish yourself
from the rest, not just on price, but on service too. Maybe you have a speciality
or niche that sets you apart, or justifies the higher rate.

Is 2016 the year that you are going to take marketing your business seriously
or to build or commission a new website? Have you been treating your therapy
business as an adjunct to a full-time job or as a sideline? Over the years I’ve
met many holistic and talking therapy practitioners who squirm at the idea of
making money from other people’s discontent. This undervalues what you do
and doesn’t help to restore your bank balance after investing thousands in
your training. A therapist I know says that his clients are paying for his skill,
but he is giving his love (or care) for free.

A long Christmas and New Year break can prompt reflection, especially when
it’s followed with a sea of clients enthusiastic for life change. It can help us to
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focus our minds on areas where we are discontented. As
therapists we can find ourselves in a stuck state, just as
our clients do. Whilst we may not consider our own
reluctance to act as life-affecting as our client’s drink
problem or jealous rages, do we not owe it to ourselves to
make desired changes; to ‘walk the talk’.

© Lorraine McReight.

The Resilience
Effect
How mindfulness based
interventions, focussed on
stress reduction, can open
the door to lucrative work
opportunities within
organisations

By Nick Cooke
Up until five years ago, Stress Management was a major
buzz word (or two!) when it came to developing work
within organisations. More recently the trend is towards
mindfulness based programmes, along with emotional
intelligence (EI) work, which is likely to result in employees
developing a greater level of emotional resilience,
effectively resulting in them being less prone to stress.

Why should employers be bothered?
Very simply because they face potential litigation from
employees if it can be proven that they didn’t take
reasonable care to protect those employees from the
effects of stress. The floodgates opened over 25 years
ago when Northumberland County Council employee
John Walker successfully sued his employer after he had
experienced a nervous breakdown which was attributed
to undue pressure at work resulting in severe stress. The
employer in this case incurred the cost of a payout of over
£200,000.00, plus their own and their employee’s legal
costs. Over the years hundreds of other employers, large
and small have fallen foul of employment law and been
forced to make very large payouts.

What does the law say?
Health and Safety law dictates that employers are
required to have a duty of care to take all ‘reasonable’
steps to manage the working environment to help all
employees to control / manage stress. This is law with
teeth and many employers have taken their lawyer’s
advice to put measures in place to actively manage
stress. Indeed, according to the UK Government’s Health
and Safety Executive, employers who can demonstrate
that they have a scheme in place to manage their
employee’s stress are far less likely to be successfully
sued.

How do effective resilience building programmes
work?
Resilience building programmes work by engaging the
participants in a presentation and discussion about
stress, how it occurs and how mindfulness and resilience
building can work. Of course it’s true that we can’t
eliminate stress – it’s part of life – but we can learn
awareness of it in ourselves and others, and find ways of
dealing with it, ideally in a preventative way before it gets
a grip of us.

This all applies whether we are working one-to one with
individuals in our hypnotherapy / mindfulness practice or
with a group of people in an organisation. Our
approaches will be a combination of mindfulness / EI, as
well as solution focussed and cognitive behavioural
techniques. Our clients learn how to work on their own
ability to cope in whatever situations they face and to
switch off and relax. In a corporate setting they learn that
by honing their ability to relax they can actually work with
greater energy and effectiveness. These programmes are
likely to include:

● Stress awareness
● Identification of stressors
● Understanding of how stress occurs
● Identification of types of stress (active and passive),

the risks of each and how they affect our
personalities

● Examination of stress coping mechanisms (good
and bad)

Coaching in:

● Mindfulness / EI based approaches
● Resilience building strategies

What opportunities exist for therapists, mind-fulness
teachers, coaches and NLP Practitioners?
I guess we are all aware that stress is an area that we are
all likely to be consulted about, so learning as much as
we can about the subject and being as proficient as we
can in helping to provide solutions, seems to make good
sense. When clients consult us with stress related issues
there are frequently deeper issues bubbling / festering
away so we must be watchful and at times a little
challenging to help the client ‘discover’ those issues and
then provide a therapeutic climate to facilitate positive
change.

An interesting possibility exists for practitioners to make
their way into the corporate world, if they have an
inclination to do so, and to provide services to assist
employers to manage stress in the workplace for the
reasons outlined in the first two paragraphs of this article.
There is no point in targeting large ‘Blue Chip’
organisations since they will already have schemes in



place. However with the small to medium size enterprises
(SMEs), perhaps with between 50 and 200 employees,
there are plenty of opportunities for practitioners to offer
programmes which, as well as helping employers to meet
their legal obligations, can also assist them in; reducing
stress related absenteeism, retaining valued members of
staff and optimising productivity at work through
employees feeling cared for.

However many practitioners wishing to enter the
corporate world will feel that they are lacking in expertise
and resources to help them first of all to ‘break into’ the
field and then to provide expert services once they are
there.

What my Resilience / Stress Management Coaching
and Consultancy Training offers?
My one-day training is a certificated course of a very
practical nature based upon my own experience of
gaining and operating programmes within organisations.
With a very ‘how to’ perspective the course assumes that
attendees will be qualified hypnotherapists or counsellors
with some knowledge of mindfulness, NLP and coaching.
By attending you will learn: -

● How to work with individual clients to build resilience
with mindfulness and EI

● How to build a successful corporate practice
● How to identify and target corporate clients
● How to make corporate appointments
● What letters to send, and to whom they should be

targeted
● How to make a corporate presentation
● An understanding of Health and safety law in

respect of stress
● The physiology of stress and all aspects of stress

management
● How to conduct individual sessions of resilience

coaching
● How to produce and run a group stress coaching

session
● How to run an eight week mindfulness based stress

reduction group

… and, much, much more! All slides and documentation
are provided to enable attendees to start their own
resilience / stress management practice. Our training is
recognised by The Institute of Stress Therapists.

I will be presenting this course once only during 2016
so do book early to secure your place. The cost of
attendance and certification is £150 (£120 for NCH
members). The course runs at Central England
College in Birmingham on Saturday 2nd July 2016
(See CPD courses information below).

Anxiety states
and how to
work with
them
successfully

‘Fear spread thinly’ is how anxiety has been described, but if
you have a client experiencing extreme anxiety or panic
attacks, they may not feel that this describes their distress
adequately. Many psychotherapists believe that fear can be
divided into a few distinct categories. Whilst there may be
debate over the breakdown of categories, the main ones may
be considered to be: 1) Fear of death, 2) Fear of injury/ill
health, 3) Fear of losing autonomy, 4) Fear of loss of love and
5) Fear of humiliation, shame or guilt. I’m sure many therapists
would agree that many unwanted behaviours stem from one
or more of the above.

Hilary Norris Evans is a hypnotherapist and trainer and also
an NCH assessor. She believes that anxiety and self-esteem
is at the heart of why many clients come to see us. This
upsurge in anxiety may result from a crisis of confidence or
a sense of overwhelming fear about the future. Hilary believes
that it is within our make-up as humans to experience anxiety.
Whether you agree with this view or not, it is true that some
people suffer from irrational or exaggerated fears, whilst
others find it easier to take things in their stride and live in the
moment.

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) can be caused by
ongoing trauma or being involved in a traumatic event, and
is something that people rarely get over without professional
help. Children of stressed parents may have learned
catastrophic thought patterns or anxious behaviours and
repeat them automatically. Other ‘highly strung’ individuals
may come from a settled and stable home family, yet still
suffer from anxious thinking or behaviour.  In these situations
some further exploration, may be beneficial, either to uncover
a deep seated fear in order to help the client process it, or to
discover resourceful states that are not being recognised or
utilised.

In recent years, some therapists have reported an upsurge
in clients seeking help with anxiety and this may be something
you have identified in your practice. If so, how optimistic do
you feel in helping your client to effect permanent change?
There are countless scripts for anxiety, panic attacks, phobias
and OCD, but these can sometimes feel like a band aid,
unless the client learns to change their way of thinking and
processing events.

Hilary Norris-Evans is very experienced in working with
anxiety states and will be delivering a one day CPD event

Hilary Norris-Evans



at Central England College, Birmingham in April this year.
She will be looking at the many manifestations of anxiety,
the differing effects on introverts and extroverts, and the
impact of anxiety in the workplace. This will be a practical
workshop with lively discussion and demonstrations, which
will include NLP anchor and trigger work and safe
regression techniques.

LM

Hilary Norris-Evans is presenting her ‘Anxiety States’
masterclass - CPD training at Central England College
on Saturday 16th April 2016. The attendance fee is £120
(NCH members£90). See CPD listing below.

Practice Building Postbag

PR - Making it easy for
journalists
By Lorraine McReight
Public relations or (PR) is the practise of managing the
spread of information between an individual or an
organisation (such as a business, government agency, or
a non-for-profit organisation) and the public – so says
Wikipedia. It is an art form in itself and here are some hints
and tips on how you can improve your PR and in particular
your press release…..

Thinking Time
How many unsolicited press releases do you think
journalists receive every day? Whatever you guess, it’s
probably way more, so before you even set out to write
your release you need to think about the audience you are
trying to reach - and whether the target journalist is relevant
to your target audience.

It’s worth noting that these days it isn’t just newspapers or
magazines that can be targeted - we now have a whole
host of online channels too, such as blogs, websites and
email newsletters. You also need to ask yourself if what
you want to say is of real interest – the more unusual the
angle the better!

What’s the story?
Unlike a book or story, where you start with an interesting
opening line hoping people will read on and be intrigued
with what will happen next, a press release starts with the
whole story summed up in a nutshell. Take a look at some
newspaper headings; here’s an example from the BBCs
website: BBC Breakfast's Bill Turnbull, 59, is to quit the
show and move to the country to spend more time

looking after his bees. The article then goes on to explore
Bill’s age, his reasons and his history with the BBC.

Think of a press release as revealing all in a punchy
heading – use an unusual statistic, a question that’s
provocative or a very strange statement. Be sure you have
lots of quotes – journalists like quotes! And facts and
figures too – it saves the journalist a lot of research time if
you have facts and quotes and making it easy for them will
give you a much better chance of being featured.

If your story is about a one-off exciting offer, then remember
to include how readers can obtain the offer. Whatever you
write you must keep it relevant and be sure it is something
that people will want to hear.

Surveys and research make for good releases too and
you’ll need to include details of the vital supporting
evidence.

I'm sorry this letter is so long; I didn't have time to
write a short one!
So how long should a release be – well no more than an
A4 page preferably – it is of course much harder to write
something short and succinct as Blaise Pascal, 17th
Century French mathematician, physicist, inventor, writer
and Christian philosopher said: “I'm sorry this letter is so
long; I didn't have time to write a short one.”

Use the KISS Principle
Commonly known as ‘keep it simple stupid’ - so do try not
to  use jargon – all professions are guilty of their almost
secret coded languages but often the terms mean nothing
to people not in the know, so keeping it simple and
straightforward for all is best.

A picture’s worth a thousand words
So they say … it is very good to include an image or two
to a send with your release but make sure they are of good
quality and a high resolution JPEG for a printed publication
(usually MBs rather than KBs) or something like a PNG file
for online publications.

Make it easy to read
Image is everything, so make your release look nice and
professional and add your logo to it at the top right-hand
side of page. Space the lines nicely for easy reading – 1.5
lines is good. Journalists are typically speed readers so
the clearer and easier your release is to read all the better!

So once you’ve caught the journos attention what do they
do next?  They’ll want to ask you questions so your press
release must include all your contact details. You might
want to add a short ‘about us’ paragraph too at the end of
the release.

Who gets my release?
Build yourself a database of target journals and contact
details for the relevant journalists – this will require some



leg work up front and will mean you’ll probably need to
make a few phone calls.

Like a small child, journalists need nurturing, so take every
opportunity you can to build relationships with them –
particularly at networking events.

My top tip of all
Never just fire off an email with your release and images.
Pick up the phone first and have a chat with the journalist
to sell in your story. Then you can fill the journo with
excitement about your story. At the end of your
conversation you can ask them if they would like you to
send a copy of the release with pictures - then send it
pronto whilst the conversation is still fresh in their mind!

How crucial is clinical
supervision to you?
Clinical supervision is a requirement for all recently
qualified hypnotherapists. The National Council for
Hypnotherapy (NCH) state that new members must be
supervised by a qualified NCH supervisor for their first three
years of their professional membership. Hypnotherapy
students are supervised by their training school until they
graduate; after that they can choose where and with whom
to have supervision. Supervision can be via a group or one
to one; face to face or by phone or skype.

Each approach has its benefits and different styles will
appeal to different people. Some hypnotherapists enjoy
working in a group and getting ideas from fellow therapists
as well as the supervisor; others will prefer working with an
individual supervisor.  After three years NCH members can
decide whether to remain working with a more experienced
therapist as their qualified supervisor or to become part of
a peer support group.

All therapy organisations have their own rules about
supervision so it’s best to check with your own professional
body to find out what requirements they have and the
frequency of sessions they stipulate. The number of
sessions specified will depend on how busy you are; the
more clients you see, the more sessions you’ll need.
Putting the rules aside for a moment; how important is
supervision to you? Is it something you accept as
something necessary, like professional insurance, or is it
something that you value and look forward to?

I view supervision as a way for us all to enhance our skills
and effectiveness as well as a way to minimise the risk of
burnout or isolation; being a therapist can be a lonely
existence. Therapists working from home may feel this
especially, and even those working from a health centre or
clinic might not have much contact with other
hypnotherapists or find opportunities to offload. A good
supervisor or supervision group can not only support us in
our therapy practice, but can also help us to become more
reflective and focused on what we are doing.

Supervision is not just for hypnotherapists; all talking
therapists are required to have it. Counsellors,
psychotherapists and psychologists are obliged to commit
to clinical supervision. The importance of supervision in
professional practice cannot be underestimated, in my
view, as it can not only help with practical aspects of
therapeutic work, but also any feelings that arise as a result
of our work. Any unresolved or resurfacing personal issues
triggered by therapy with clients can and should be raised
with a supervisor or peer group. Transference, counter
transference and other emerging issues can be explored
in the safety of the supervision session.

If you find yourself considering this professional process
as an inconvenience or chore, why not cast your mind back
to when you selected your hypnotherapy training. Did you
choose your trainer or college based on the quickest or
easiest route to qualification, or did you pick the course
that offered the most thorough and professional training?
If the latter, you’ll probably see supervision as an
opportunity, rather than a necessary evil. We are never too
old, nor too experienced to learn something from other
professionals, so why not embrace supervision as a great
opportunity to help us be the best we can be.

LM

All it Takes is a Miracle!
One lesson that therapists may find is useful to take on
board is that we can’t always be successful in helping our
clients. Indeed it would be pretty miraculous if we did. Of
course, we want to be 100% successful with every client
and we want to offer them the most effective approaches
with their particular issues. There’s a slight problem
however – every client is a unique human being and
approaches which we have used successfully with some
clients may be completely unsuccessful with others, even
though they have a similar problem. The word ‘similar’ in
‘similar problem’ is also a clue! It is very rare for symptoms
to be identical.

For a newly qualified therapist it can be very disconcerting
to feel that we have failed, but we really do need to learn
that we are still ‘ok’ as a therapist even if we don’t always
achieve success. Newly qualified therapists who achieve
a good level of success early on in their career are fortunate
in having a solid confidence base upon which to build
future successes. A great way of providing effective help
to our clients is to adopt a brief solutions focus.

Why not focus on the cause?
We may focus endlessly on finding a cause in the belief
that unless we find this we cannot possibly effect a solution.
The basis of the original form of psychotherapy, Freudian
Analysis, taught that clients should lie on a couch and freely
associate memories, often from young childhood years.
Traumatic events from this time are ‘repressed’ and
subsequently ‘recovered’ from the unconscious during



therapy. This may result in a release from emotional and
psychosomatic illnesses. There is a serious problem
unfortunately. This being the length of time this form of
therapy takes – often several years. Success rates,
especially considering the length of treatment, are rather
low. However, at the time before the birth of behavioural
therapies, this was all there was.

Solution Focussed Hypnotherapy (SFH) has at its roots in
Solutions Focussed Brief Therapy (SFBT) which was
originated by Steve de Shazer and Insoo Kim Berg, family
trauma therapists and researchers in the USA in the 1970s.
The concept is startlingly simple - focus on the possible
solutions to a problem / symptom and we are much more likely
to achieve success than if we focus on the problem itself.

Using SFH we are likely to ask such questions as, “What do
you like doing?”, “What are you good at doing?”, “What is
going on when you don’t experience the symptoms?” and
“What can you do that may help?” Therapy is therefore likely
to take on a very positive style which can be highly motivational
for the client.

Isn’t this being over simplistic?
At times psychodynamic practitioners (including Freudian
Analysts) will level the criticism that solutions focus work is far
too brief, just scratches at the surface and may lead to
subsequent relapse due to ‘symptom substitution’. In truth, all
forms of therapy have their place and the great thing about
SFH is its brief, positive, motivational focus and the way it
engages the client in the process.

So what is the miracle question and how may we use
it?
SFH practitioners are taught to employ a solutions focussed
counselling approach during the assessment phase and later
in re-evaluation as therapy progresses. Often, during these
phases clients may lack belief in their ability to change and
will say that they ‘cannot see themselves changing’. In the
miracle question clients are asked to imagine that while they
are sleeping that night a ‘miracle’ happens and in that miracle
their issues are completely solved. They are informed that
because they were sleeping they did not know that a miracle
had happened and they are asked to imagine what the first
thing is they are seeing, hearing and feeling that lets them
know that this miracle has happened. What will they notice
later that day, when they are at work, next week etc?

It’s a very powerful, imaginative process and fully congruent
with a solutions focus to therapy. Clients often report that this
can be a key point in successful therapy for them and it can,
of course be repeated during the course of treatment.

LM

If you’re interested in learning about teaching
Mindfulness please visit the UK College of Mindfulness
Meditation website at www.mindfulnessnow.org.uk. This
brief, practical vocational training offers an externally
accredited qualification.

BOOK REVIEW

Mindfulness –
finding peace
in a frantic
world
Mark Williams and
Danny Penman

This is one of my favourite mindfulness books and one
which is highly recommended reading for students on
our mindfulness teacher training. Mark Williams is
emeritus professor of clinical psychology at the University
of Oxford as well as being the principal developer of
Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy MBCT. Danny
Penman is a qualified meditation teacher and award-
winning writer and journalist. He has written for many
media including features for the BBC, New Scientist and
the Independent newspaper.

It seems that almost every day brings a plethora of new
mindfulness publications. In fact there appear to be
currently 16,730 mindfulness books available from
Amazon UK and at number one, when I checked, is the
book I am reviewing.

To my mind, as an educator in mindfulness and someone
who uses it as a therapy, self-help aids, which is what
this book really is, can work in tandem with formal therapy
and learning in a group. The book teaches, in an easy to
read and often light hearted way, what mindfulness is,
how it can help all of us and how, for those experiencing
or who have experienced depression, a real lifeline.

For anyone who purchases the book for self-help, I
strongly advise them not just to read it from cover to
cover but to follow through the 8 week programme
(contained in it) in full. The book includes an excellent
‘free’ CD which contains narration of all of the meditations
contained in the book, and in the order of the 8 week
programme.

At the heart of this book the authors describe how MBCT
over the course of 8 weeks, in a way which can be
incorporated into daily life, can help to break the vicious
cycle of anxiety and depression. In fact for those who
require proof the book outlines the many positive
scientific research studies, MBCT is also recommended
by NICE for the treatment of depression.

It doesn’t matter whether you are a beginner to
mindfulness, whether you are studying it or even a
qualified teacher, this a pleasant, easy read (250 pages)
with lots of illustrative stories as well as practical
exercises and great value for money.



Continuing Professional Development (CPD) 2016
Hypnotherapists are required to maintain their Continuing Professional Development (CPD) to uphold professional learning
standards and to meet the requirements of whichever professional association they belong to. Normally this is a minimum
of 15 hours, or two days of CPD during each twelve month period.  The list below shows CPD  and other training events
for hypnotherapists currently scheduled for 2016, but new events are being added all the time, so please check the
relevant websites regularly.

CPD Training at Central
England College – 2016
Bookings on 0121 444 1110
or email info@cecch.com

Saturday 16th April 2016
Hilary Norris Evans
Working with Anxiety States
(Masterclass)
The attendance fee is £90 (NCH
members) and £120 to non-members
(see article earlier in this issue)

Saturday 2nd July 2016
Nick Cooke
The Resilience Effect – How
mindfulness based interventions,
focussed on stress reduction, can
open the door to lucrative work
opportunities within organisations
The attendance fee is £120 (NCH
members) and £150 to non-members
(see article earlier in this issue)

Friday and Saturday – 14th
and 15th October 2016
David Kato
Diploma in Working with eating
Disorders and OCD
The attendance fee is £240 (NCH
members) and £275 to non-members
(includes assessment fees)

CPD Training at London
Hypnotherapy Academy – 2016
(Venues in Central and SW
London)
Bookings on 020 8947 3338
or email
info@londonhypnotherapyacademy.co.uk

London courses are held at
various venues so please check
the LHA website for full details or
sign up to receive notification of
London events

Saturday 27th & Sunday 28th
February 2016
Rob McNeilly
Ericksonian Masterclass on
working with trauma
Venue: William Morris House,
Wimbledon, SW19
The attendance fee is £250 (NCH
members) and £275 for non-members
(see article earlier in this issue)

Sunday 15th May 2016
Dr Nick Wright
One Mind – One Body; using
hypnotic techniques to assist
clients with neurological
disorders
Venue: Hypnotherapy & Natural
Health Centre, London, SW19
The attendance fee is £120 (NCH
members) and £150 to non-members

Sunday 26th June 2016
Lorraine McReight
Criticism, Coercion & Control
Help your clients to recognise
manipulative behaviour & learn
techniques to regain self-worth
Venue: Hypnotherapy & Natural
Health Centre, London, SW19
The attendance fee is £90 (NCH
members) and £120 to non-members

Therapy Business Success
(TBS)
Workshops:
www.therapybusinesssuccess.co.uk

Venue: London Hypnotherapy
Academy Wimbledon

Workshops: Fee: £85 each

Sunday 13th March 2016
Seven seconds to impress
Websites and directories:
content, message & aesthetics

Sunday 12th June 2016
Building your community &
influence
Blogs, Vlogs & Social media. Email
Newsletters.

Booking information
All courses are certified and training
notes are provided. The courses
are open to practitioners of
hypnotherapy, NLP, coaching,
counselling and related fields.

TBS  (Therapy Business Success)
Workshops are also open to
complementary & natural health
therapists. Numbers are strictly
limited and places can be booked
by contacting:

Central England College
0121 444 1110
info@cecch.com
www.cecch.com

London Hypnotherapy Academy
Therapy Business Success
020 8947 3338
info@londonhypnotherapyacademy.co.uk
wwww.londonhypnotherapyacademy.co.uk


